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Write the word that goes with each picture. 
 eight weigh okay tray pay
 danger birthday hallway change

We do

ay: Sunday ange: strange  stranger
eigh: weight 

Here are some more ways to spell long â.
Hey, some new ways  

to spell long a-!

1.

tr

2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

I do
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1.  If you spot  ,

tell the  .

2.  Do not cry or feel  .

Everything will be  !

3.  My  has an
elephant, the smallest ever seen. 

Once its  was 

 pounds.

Now it weighs  .

4.  My clothes look  ,

so I will  .

5.  Hurry up! Do not  , 

and  you’ll arrive today!

Write spelling words to fill the colored blanks in each rhyme with 
words from the list that are the same color. Spelling List

delay

maybe

okay

dismay

weight

eighteen

neighbor

eighty

strange

danger

change

ranger

We do

I do
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Remember, the long â sound can be spelled in different ways.

Read each sentence. Circle the blue word that makes sense in the sentence. 

1.  You will turn   eighteen   eighty   before you turn twenty.   

2.  When is your   yesterday   birthday  ?  

3.  If you do not know someone, that person is a   ranger   stranger   .  

4.  Use a scale to   weigh   dismay   the packages.   

5.  You are late. What caused the   delay   Monday   ?  

6.  My   neighbors   weights   are Mr. and Mrs. Owens.   

7.  Mom said   okay   maybe   the rain will stop soon.   

8.  Why don’t you   change   strange   into your play clothes?   

9.  There is no   angel   danger   , so we are safe.  

We do

I do

ay: Sunday ange: strange  stranger
eigh: weigh 

Look at the words you circled above. Write each one in the correct column. 

10.  Long â spelled ay 11.  Long â spelled eigh 12.  Long â spelled ange
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Good writers use adverbs to make their sentences clearer 
and more interesting. An adverb describes a verb.

She spoke cheerfully.            He sang softly.

Add the correct adverb to each sentence. 

1.  Tac walked 

carefully    sadly

 on the snow. 

2.  Tac 

kindly    unkindly

 told Oswald he could draw a horse.

3.  Oswald scribbled his drawing 

slowly    quickly

 .

4.  Oswald smoothed his drawing 

neatly    carelessly

 .   

5.  Oswald drew the horse running 

backward    downhill

 and smeared it.  

6.  Oswald nodded 

happily    unhappily

 when Ms. Blossom asked if she 
could share his work.   

7.  Ms. Blossom thought Oswald drew very 

badly    well

 . 

8.  Oswald thanked Ms. Blossom 

politely    rudely

 !

We do

I do
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1.  A traffic  caused us to  our plans.

2.  The forest  said this tree is  or 
ninety years old.  

3.  My friend was acting  , as if she was angry. 

This filled me with  .  

4.  My teenage  is  years old.  

5.   I will go to the party, if it is  
with my mom. 

6.  What is your  in pounds?

7.  People feel scared when they are in  . 

We do

I do

We arranged to meet on Friday, May eighth.

Complete the sentences. Use the long â words below.

 delay okay maybe dismay weight neighbor
 eighteen eighty strange danger change ranger

Remember, the long â sound can be spelled in different ways.

18 Unit 10 • Lesson 4  
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1.  A traffic  caused us to  our plans.

2.  The forest  said this tree is  or 
ninety years old.  

3.  My friend was acting  , as if she was angry. 

This filled me with  .  

4.  My teenage  is  years old.  

5.   I will go to the party, if it is  
with my mom. 

6.  What is your  in pounds?

7.  People feel scared when they are in  . 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 30–37. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5. Look back at your Reader if you need help.

1.   Oswald cannot tell Tac his favorite thing in the Book Club story.  
Why not? 

 He liked everything about the story.
 He did not understand the story.
 He did not finish reading the story.

2.   How does Tac feel when Ms. Blossom likes  
Oswald’s work?

 happy
 a little bit scared
 a little bit mad

3.   Tac thinks it is unfair that Oswald’s work is  
better than hers. Why does she think this?

 She did her homework carefully, and Oswald did not.
 Oswald is always the best at everything.
 Oswald teases her and is mean to her.

4.  What does Tac do to make her drawing better?
 She makes her drawing just like Oswald’s.
 She draws it again and again until she likes it.
 She asks Ms. Blossom to show her how to draw.

5.  What would you like to do better? How can you get better at it?

19Unit 10 • Lesson 5
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1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

We do

I do

Write the word that goes with each picture.  

 honey thief field submarine key
 tangerine money magazine piece 

ey:  monkey ie:  chief ine:  machine

Here are some new ways to spell long ê.

20 Unit 10 • Lesson 6
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 1.  Sharks are this kind of animal.  

 2.  You would find this in a factory. 

 3.  You read articles in this.  

 4.  Cars and trucks need this to run. 

Write the green spelling word that goes with each clue. 

 5.  This fits into a lock.  

 6.  Pennies, nickels, and dimes  

 7.  This is thick, sweet, and sticky.  

 8.  What we eat at Thanksgiving 

Write the blue spelling word that goes with each clue. 

 9.  A serving of cake for one person 

 10. The leader of police is called this. 

 11.   You do this when you think  
something is true.  

Write the orange spelling word that goes with each clue. Spelling List

key

turkey

money

honey

piece

chief

believe

achieve

machine

magazine

marine

gasoline

We do

I do
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Here’s a good spelling rule to remember: 
i comes before e, except after c.

fiêld      beliêve        cêiling      recêive

Follow Ms. Blossom’s rule and use ie or ei for the long ê sound in these words.

Circle the long ê words in these sentences. Underline the long â words.

 7.  I believe sweet people make good neighbors.

 8.  There is a mouse above the ceiling.

 9.  The police chief lifts weights to stay strong.

 10.  The sleigh weighs so much the machine could not pull it away.

 11.  The thief stole eight bags of money.

 12.  Eighteen people were seated on the train.

 13.  Teena received eight valentines and eighteen lace hearts.

 14.  Is it okay for the monkey to jump on the zookeeper? 

This is an easy rule  
to remember. 

We do

I do

 1.  bel __ve 2.  rel __f 3.  dec __ve

 4.  c __ ling 5.  sh __ ld 6.  th __f

We do

I do
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 1.  bel __ve 2.  rel __f 3.  dec __ve

 4.  c __ ling 5.  sh __ ld 6.  th __f

Write and, but, or or on the lines.

1.  Peanut butter  jelly taste good together.

2.  Will you wear a light jacket  your winter coat?

3.  Cass is good at both dancing   soccer.

4.  Baby looks sweet,  she acts mean.

5.  Tac could play outside  join the Lunch Bunch.

6.  Oswald worked on reading,  Tac worked on drawing. 

7.  Which do you like better, math  reading?

8.  Golly misses the Superkids,  he likes the farm.

The words and, but, and or are conjunctions. They join two ideas in a sentence. 

The word and means also or in addition to. 

 Dogs and cats are pets.   Dogs run and jump.

The word but means except. It makes you stop and think. 

 We ran, but we missed the bus.   I like every flavor but cherry.

The word or means there is a choice. 

 Read a book or a magazine.   Do you want chicken or turkey?

We do

I do
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1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10

11

12

Use these spelling words to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across
 3.   To do well or accomplish something
 5.   Item of equipment that does or 

makes something
 7.  What makes cars go
 10.   Something sweet and sticky that 

bees make
 11.  A leader
 12.  To think something is true

Down
 1.  Something you read, like SUPER
 2.  What you use to unlock a door
 4.  A kind of bird that does not fly
 6.  Having to do with the sea
 8.  A small part of something
 9.  What you use to pay for things

money  turkey  machine  gasoline  piece  believe
key  honey  magazine  marine  chief  achieve
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1.  What is extra special about the field trip to the museum?   
 The class will go back there every week. 
 The class will spend the night there. 
 Moms and dads will come along.

2.  Icky asks Sal about the lump in his backpack. What does Sal say it is?
 his pajamas  his stuffed bear  his homework

3.   What does Lily do when Sal and Icky tease her during the bus ride?
  She is upset, so she tells Ms. Blossom on them.
  She is so mad that she yells at them and calls them names.
  She is annoyed, but she ignores them  
and talks to Cass. 

4.   How does Lily feel when she gets lost  
and ends up in the polar bear room?

5.   How does Sal act when he finds Lily?

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 40–49. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–3 and write the answer for 4 and 5.  Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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